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HS

HEALTH, SAFETY AND SECURITY

HS2.1 Question
Please can the Applicant and HSE provide an update on their
discussions regarding the Grampian style requirements proposed by
HSE and whether the alternatives proposed by the Applicant in the
draft updated SoCG [REP3-013] are acceptable to HSE?

Response
HS2.1.1

As stated at the ISH on 19 January 2017, the preferred approach of the
Applicant and the HSE would be for the relevant Hazardous Substances
Consents at the Brenntag and EGGS sites to be modified or revoked by
RB Greenwich such that the HSE would be able to remove its advice
against the Scheme, thereby removing the need for a Grampian
requirement along the lines proposed by the HSE. However, in recognition
of the fact that this outcome may not be possible within the timescales of
the Examination and the determination of the application, the Applicant
has continued to discuss the form of a Grampian style requirement as
suitable for inclusion in the DCO in the event that the Hazardous
Substance Consents remain in place in their current form at the date the
application is determined.

HS2.1.2

The Applicant's preferred drafting for the requirement is set out below at
paragraph 1.17. The HSE has advised the Applicant that it does not agree
with the two-limbed approach to the requirement suggested by the
Applicant and that it sees no value in further discussions on this matter.

HS2.1.3

The reason for the 'second-limb' of the Applicant's preferred drafting is
that this would provide an opportunity for the Secretary of State to
determine whether or not it is safe for the Silvertown Tunnel to open for
public use in the event that, for whatever reason, the existing Hazardous
Substances Consents (HSC) at the Brenntag and EGGS sites remain in
place in their current form at the date on which the tunnel is due to open.
The Applicant has set out below why it considers it is essential for its
preferred drafting to be used in the event that a Grampian style
requirement is found to be necessary.

HS2.1.4

It is accepted by all relevant interested parties that the EGGS site has
been decommissioned and does not currently hold natural gas in the
quantities which have been assumed by the HSE when advising against
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the Scheme. In line with its guidance, the HSE has adopted a
precautionary approach and has disregarded the current operational
status of the EGGS site but has advised against the Scheme on the basis
that gas could, in theory, be re-introduced into the gas holder (see
paragraph 1.4.5 of the SOCG between the Applicant and the HSE
submitted in January 2017 (REP3-013)).
HS2.1.5

The Applicant understands why the HSE adopts this approach and has
not challenged the basis on which the HSE's advice has been presented
to the examination. However, the Applicant considers it is important that
the Secretary of State (as the decision maker for the DCO application) be
made aware of the existing circumstances at the EGGS site.

HS2.1.6

The Applicant considers there is no realistic prospect of gas being
introduced into the gas holder. This is confirmed in the following evidence
submitted with this response:
• Plan prepared by Southern Gas Networks (SGN) from 2013
identifying the gas holder as 'abandoned' and 'purged to air'.
• Letter dated 26 Feb 2015 from the Deputy Mayor, the Leader of
Greenwich Council and Nick Raynsford MP to the chairman of SGN
noting that the HSC for the site is a real obstacle to the development
of one of the largest regeneration sites in Europe. The letter requests
clarification as to the current status of the facility and the timescales
for its decommissioning.
• Letter dated 2 March 2015 from SGN to the HSE advising that the
EGGS site (amongst others) has been 'permanently
decommissioned'.
• Letter dated 10 March 2015 from the HSE to RB Greenwich
confirming the de-notification of the EGGS site under the COMAH
regulations.

HS2.1.7

These documents indicate that the gasholder has been decommissioned
since 2013 and that this is a permanent decommissioning. The ExA will
be aware that SGN has development aspirations for the site, and this
aspiration has recently been confirmed by a letter sent to TfL by planning
consultants appointed by RB Greenwich to prepare a planning brief for an
area on the peninsula that includes the EGGS site (copy appended).

HS2.1.8

Whilst the evidence referred to above indicates a likelihood that the HSC
for the EGGS site will be revoked before the Silvertown Tunnel opens for
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public use, it provides no guarantee that this will happen and that is a
matter entirely at the discretion of the relevant hazardous substances
authority (HSA) which is RB Greenwich.
HS2.1.9

The Applicant is liaising closely with RB Greenwich on this matter and
recognises that they have a common interest in ensuring that the HSC for
the EGGS site does not act as a barrier to the redevelopment of the
peninsula. However, the Applicant recognises the practical difficulties
faced by RB Greenwich in determining whether the HSC for the EGGS
site can be revoked. These difficulties are demonstrated by the letter from
SGN to the HSE dated 18 January 2017 which forms Appendix 4 to the
HSE's post-hearing submission (REP3-052).

HS2.1.10 That letter from SGN states:
"at present SGN has no plans to revoke the HSC for the gasholder site
which is still an operational asset and SGN has made no representations,
not has it been invited to make any such representation, to the examining
authority.
We are aware that RBG has made submissions to the ExA that the
timeframe for revocation of the HSE is Autumn 2017. This timeframe is
optimistic and any revocation would be dependent on certain outcomes in
any event; including that SGN do not rationalise their portfolio and release
assets from the regulated business unless there is a real estate exist or a
continued energy uses where HSCs may be required. "
HS2.1.11 The letter points out that revoking the HSC may trigger a compensation
liability for the RB Greenwich. Perhaps not surprisingly, SGN consider
that a Grampian-style requirement in the form submitted by the HSE
would be the sensible way forward.
HS2.1.12 The Applicant appreciates why RB Greenwich may be reluctant to revoke
the HSC when the owner of the site indicates the potential for 'continued
energy uses' which would therefore trigger a compensation liability.
HS2.1.13 It is precisely because of this uncertainty that the Applicant has included
the second limb in its preferred drafting for the Grampian requirement
below. The second limb provides a mechanism by which the Secretary of
State would be able to take into consideration the extent of the actual
risks (if any) to the public that would be caused if the authorised
development were to open to the public in the event that the HSC for the
EGGS site has not been revoked.
HS2.1.14 The Applicant considers it is unacceptable for the opening of a nationally
significant infrastructure project promoted by a public authority to be
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subject to the revocation of the HSC. As indicated by the correspondence
cited above, it is easy for the owner of the site to deter the HSA from
revoking the consent by indicating the potential for continued energy uses
on the site which would expose the HSA to a compensation liability in the
event that it revoked the consent.
HS2.1.15 If the HSC was to remain in place by the time the Silvertown Tunnel was
ready to open, the Applicant's drafting would provide an appropriate
opportunity for the Secretary of State to consider a full assessment of the
actual risks, and take account of the views of the HSE and RB Greenwich,
in order to come to a decision as to whether or not it is safe for the tunnel
to open. The drafting proposed by the HSE would provide no such
discretion and, would mean that the tunnel could not open to traffic
regardless of whether the Scheme actually increases risks to the public.
HS2.1.16 Similar considerations apply to the Brenntag site although, in that
instance, the Applicant considers it is more likely that the current
application for the variation of the HSC will be determined in time.
HS2.1.17 Applicant's preferred drafting for a Grampian-style requirement
East Greenwich Gasholder Site
(1) The Silvertown Tunnel must not be opened for use by the public and
the tunnel services buildings at the South Portal comprised in Work No.
12 must not be occupied after their practical completion until:
(a) the hazardous substances consent for the East Greenwich Gasholder
Station site has been revoked in accordance with the Planning
(Hazardous Substances) Act 1990; or
(b) TfL has submitted to the Secretary of State an assessment of the
extent to which opening the authorised development for public use and
occupying the tunnel services building would change the extent and
severity of existing hazards at the East Greenwich Gasholder Station site
with the potential to impact on local populations including fire or explosion
following loss of containment of natural gas, and, on the basis of that risk
assessment and following consultation with the Health and Safety
Executive and the Hazardous Substances Authority, the Secretary of
State has confirmed in writing that the Silvertown Tunnel may open to
public use and that the tunnel services buildings at the South Portal
comprised in Work No 12 may be occupied.
Brenntag Chemicals Site
(2) The Silvertown Tunnel must not be opened for use by the public and
the tunnel services buildings at the South Portal comprised in Work No.
12 must not be occupied after their practical completion until:
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(a) the hazardous substances consent for the Brenntag Inorganic
Chemicals Ltd site has been modified in accordance with the Planning
(Hazardous Substances) Act 1990, and details of the relevant
modifications have been submitted to the Health and Safety Executive in
writing by the Hazardous Substances Authority, and the Health and Safety
Executive has advised in writing that the Silvertown Tunnel may open to
public use and the tunnel services buildings at the South Portal comprised
in Work No. 12 may be occupied; or
(b) TfL has submitted to the Secretary of State an assessment of the
extent to which opening the authorised development for public use and
occupying the tunnel services building would change the extent and
severity of existing hazards at the Brenntag Inorganic Chemicals Ltd site
with the potential to impact on local populations, including loss of
containment of hazardous substances and, on the basis of that risk
assessment and following consultation with the Health and Safety
Executive and the Hazardous Substances Authority, the Secretary of
State has confirmed in writing that the Silvertown Tunnel may open to
public use and that the tunnel services buildings at the South Portal
comprised in Work No 12 may be occupied.
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Appendix A. Plan prepared by Southern Gas Networks
(SGN) from 2013 identifying the gas holder as
'decommissioned' and 'purged to air'
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Appendix B. Letter dated 26 Feb 2015 from the Deputy
Mayor, the Leader of Greenwich Council and Nick
Raynsford MP to the chairman of SGN
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Appendix C. Letter dated 2 March 2015 from SGN to
the HSE advising that the EGGS site (amongst others)
has been 'permanently decommissioned'
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Appendix D. Letter dated 10 March 2015 from the HSE
to RB Greenwich confirming the de-notification of the
EGGS site under the COMAH regulations
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06 March 2017

16 Brewhouse Yard
Clerkenwell
London EC1V 4LJ
United Kingdom
T +44 [0]20 7812 8000
F +44 [0]20 7812 8399
www.bdp.com

Catherine Timson
TFL Silvertown Tunnel Team

CatherineTimson@tfl.gov.uk

Dear Ms Timson

GREENWICH PENINSULA GP3 – PLANNING BRIEF
Stakeholder Meeting Invitation
The Royal Borough of Greenwich has appointed BDP to prepare a Planning Brief for Greenwich Peninsula GP3,
drawing on our experience of working in Greenwich and masterplanning for regeneration areas. The planning brief will
provide a strategy to guide the redevelopment of the GP3 site and the delivery of viable high-quality development that
complements Greenwich and delivers benefits to the surrounding community.
BDP is inviting stakeholders, local organisations and businesses such as yourself to meet individually and discuss your
issues and preferences for the site. The discussions will enhance our understanding of local aspirations and identify
key considerations in the development of the masterplan and planning brief.
I would be very grateful if you could confirm if you are available to meet, and which date and time in March would suit.
In the meantime, due to issues with noise, air quality and contaminated land on the site it would be very useful for
Ramboll, our environmental consultants, to have access to the site in order to undertake the necessary surveys of the
land. Please confirm by 17th March 2017 if this would be possible.
At the meeting, we will invite you to share your views and those of your organisation. If you do not feel that you are the
appropriate person to do this, I would be grateful if you could pass this invitation onto a colleague.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely

Gergana Draganova
Urban Design Associate
BDP
Direct Line: +44 [0]20 7812 8001
E-Mail: gergana.draganova@bdp.com

ARCHITECTURE ■ DESIGN ■ ENGINEERING ■ URBANISM ■ SUSTAINABILITY ■ LIGHTING ■ ACOUSTICS
Building Design Partnership Limited, registered in England 2207415, registered office PO Box 85, 11 Ducie Street, Piccadilly Basin, Manchester, M60 3JA, BDP is a registered trade mark.

Location of Greenwich Peninsula GP3 site

